My Score saddle chair: optimum ease of operation

seats to suit

lumbar support is anatomically shaped,
1 The
providing good support for your lower back
without limiting shoulder freedom.

2 Ergonomically shaped saddle seat tilts the

1

pelvis to improve spinal posture.

adjust the seat angle of your saddle seat
3 To
correctly, pull the lever up and simultaneously

lean slightly forward. The saddle seat tilts and
provides a sound and healthy back posture.
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adust your saddle seat at the correct height,
4 To
pull up the gaslift lever. Your saddle seat has
the correct height if your feet rest on the
ground and your knees are slightly bent.

a Score ‘Balance’ mechanism for
5 Choose
dynamic sitting. The seat ‘moves’ 360° along

and ensures that your pelvis and back posture
remain optimally positioned.
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Saddle chairs Jumper and Amazone

+

provided with a ø 54 cm aluminium
6 Standard
base and large swivel castors for optimal
mobility.
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comfortable ergonomically shaped saddle seat for a healthy posture
available in two sizes for a perfect fit
unique adjustable Score “Balance” mechanism for active sitting
seamless anti-bacterial upholstery (optional) for hygienic workplaces
available in a stylish “Bicolor” upholstery design
5 year warranty

Saddle chairs

seats to suit

Score Balance
Lumbar support

Find your relax moment during active
seating? Choose a Score Balance
Amazone/Jumper saddle chair with
lumbar support.

44cm

Score Balance
healthy active sitting

34cm

Jumper
wider seat

Amazone

narrower seat

The anatomically shaped seat
automatically, tilts your pelvis, so you
adapt a natural and relaxed position.
The Balance mechanism lets you in
a way “balancing” to get an active
sitting position. This stimulates your
blood circulation. Moreover, you train
your back and abdominal muscles.
An ergonomic workout while sitting.
The moving lumbar support provides
light support for your lower back for
a moment of relaxation during your
daily work.
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Perfect fit; Available in two sizes

Our unique adjustable Balance
mechanism for saddle chairs,
stimulates healthy and active
seating.
The constant movement of
the Balance-system improves
the core abdominal muscles,
reducing back pain and sitting
fatigue.
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The saddle chairs can be provided
with foot controlled height
adjustment. Very useful if you
would like both hands to be free
for your work and/or should be
kept sterile.

Sit comfortably by adjusting the
Balance level to your personal
preference. Increase or reduce
the Balance level by turning the
Balance ring underneath the
saddle chair.

Score saddle chairs come in two different seat shapes:
the Jumper for a wider seat and the Amazone for a
narrower seat.

Spirit Amazone PU

The Score Jumper or Amazone
saddle chair fitted with our
Balance mechanism is a unique
seating solution and often used
to promote a better posture.

Polyurethane is suitable for heavy
duty industrial working environments. It is easily cleanable and
resistant to various chemical
substances. Also available with a
lumbar support..

Amazone/Jumper ESD or Cleanroom

360° Support

Armrests

An ESD safe saddle chair features conductive components and an upholstery that can be fitted with a
resistance of 1Mohm for a controlled discharge.
Score ESD products meet the standard IEC 61340-5-1.
The cleanroom version received an outstanding
Fraunhofer Cleanroom ISO class 3 certificate.

Armrests offer extra support to
reduce neck and shoulder complaints.

Maximum hygiene

360° rotatable armrest/backrest.
Easy to move out of the way. For
supporting one or both arms.
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Handsfree height adjustment

For workplaces where hygiene is
very important, you can choose
for PUxx; a anti-bacterial seamless upholstery.

About Score
We believe we can make people live healthier. We do this by improving workplace
situations so that people perform their work in a healthy and pleasant way.
At Score, we develop and produce ergonomic work or workplace chairs and related
accessories. We co-operate with our partners and we are proud to have helped
hundreds of thousands of people around the world with a good seating solution.
Score is a Dutch company. From the drawing table to production, we do everything
ourselves. Score products are sold in more than 40 countries worldwide through a
network of carefully selected dealers and distributors.
It is our biggest motivation during the development process to allow you to sit
healthy and comfortable during your work.
Whenever you choose a Score saddle chair, you choose a high-quality seating
solution, with very good ergonomic features.

Lumbar support
For extra support. The lumbar
support has a compact design to
ensure that freedom of movement
is not impaired. The lumbar support
is adjustable in both its height and
angle.

Leatherette

Flex Bicolor

Black K11

Anthracite / Blue
Bicolor FL85 / FL80

Stamskin
100% waterproof; urine-, blood-, sweat-, fungal proof; clean with water and soap

Jolly
Saddle chair with the seat in the
form of a bicycle saddle. Excellent
mobile sit-stand stool, particularly
suitable for working areas with
limited leg room.

Bright Green K81

Bright Red K87

Anthracite K85

Grey K195

Bright Orange K93 Turquoise K184

Black K05

Green Anthracite
Bicolor K81/K85

Bright Blue K80

Dark BlueK89

Red Anthracite
Bicolor K87/K85

Orange Anthracite Black Anthracite
Bicolor K93/K85 Bicolor K05/K85

Anthracite / Green
Bicolor FL85 / FL81

Anthracite / Black
Bicolor FL85 / FL05

PUxx

100% waterproof, PVC and Phthalate free;
resistant against commonly used cleaning
products and disinfectants (alcohol based
disinfectants, active chlorine, quaternary
ammonium compounds).

Black PU05

Dark BluePU89

Grey PU95

